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We present measurements of the thermal expansion of silica-aerogels of various densities in the two
following situations: thermal expansion of evacuated samples and the additional expansion due to He
adsorption on the silica surface in the temperature range 2 —80 K. At the same time we measured the
number of He atoms adsorbed at the surface. To analyze the adsorption data we use a BrunauerEmmett-Teller model, where we introduce a distribution of binding energies to take into account the surface heterogeneity. A simple model, involving the same distribution, allows us to relate the expansion to
adsorption. We therefore determine some microscopic parameters for the adsorption energies and
derive the elastic properties at different scales of the fractal structure.

I. INTRODUCTION

gel, we have to distinguish

The adsorption-induced
expansion of porous media'
has long been observed for both inert gases and more polarizable species like the adsorption of water on charcoal, and more recently for its inhuence on the light
emission spectrum by porous silicon. The case of silicaaerogels is complex, because of both (i) its very poorly
characterized surface energies, and (ii) its very complex
geometry. Adsorption decreases the surface tension and
therefore tends to increase the specific area, inducing an
expansion. For aerogels the latter effect, which originates
from mechanisms at microscopic scales, cannot be related
simply to the macroscopic elastic constants. The macroscopic elastic constants are measured by the macroscopic
deformation under external stress. In particular, the
to be much
Young modulus E is found experimentally
smaller than that of pure amorphous silica (Es;o = 1
Mbar) normalized by the density ratio p/ps;o 2 . For instance, for neutral-reacted
aerogels of density p&0s4
g/crn, a scaling relation has been established for
'
For the
aerogel
E(p): E(Mb ra)=1. 3(p/ps;o ) .
presented here (p=O. 16 g/cm, where ps;o
' 2 =2. 2 g/cm )
we calculate E=60 bar, i.e., 10 times smaller than
Es,o (p/ps;o )=7X10 bar. Such a small value of E can
One mechanism,
be attributed to two mechanisms.
is due to the bending
occurring at intermediate scales,
of the microrods that constitute the porous structure.
The other, at a microscopic scale, comes from the
compression of the particles of silica which compose the
microrods. Because of the former mechanism, the latter
strain might be far less than the macroscopically imposed
strain. On the other hand, strains of microscopic origin
(thermal expansion, adsorption, etc. ) induce a macroscopic strain of the same order. Thus if U denotes the volume
of the individual silica particles and V that of the whole
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between

«1,

VBv
external stress

when the deformation is due to stresses applied at macrowhen the descopic scales and ( VBv/vBV);„„,
formation is due to microscopic stresses.
The final goal of our study is to estimate the value of c.
For this purpose, we have measured simultaneously the
adsorbed fraction n, d, of He gas and the expansion d V/V
of the porous medium. Because of the spreading pressure
the adsorption induces a deformation ds/s of the local
surface, which is transmitted to the macroscopic scales.
The quantity n, d, is related to the van der Waals potential 6, at the surface. In this paper, we show that the
temperature dependence of n, d, can be understood if one
assumes a broad distribution of binding energies 6& on
the silica surface. We show that we can estimate the
value of ds/s, and consequently of e, by using a simple
model and the distribution of 6, . The paper is organized
as follows. In Sec. I, we describe the cell that we have
built to measure the linear expansion of gels without any
external stress. Also, we show the necessity of taking
special precautions in order to avoid the effects of the two
following physical properties: (i) the very low thermal
of the expansion of dry
diffusion in the measurement
aerogels, and (ii) the slow thermally activated diffusion of
gas atoms from outer to inner parts of the porous structure in adsorption experiments. Section II is devoted to
an experimental study of the adsorption, and to the
modified Brunauer-Emmett- Teller (BET) model introduced to account for the results. In Sec. III, we show
that the expansion of the gel is directly related to the
binding energies of the He atoms on the gel surface. We
also deduce the ratio c between the microscopic and macroscopic strain of the gel under macroscopic stress.
&
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II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
A. Samples

The study of the expansion induced by adsorption has
been performed on a neutrally reacted aerogel of density
p=0. 16 g/cm . It is one of a batch of samples prepared
by Foret and Woignier from the Laboratoire de Science
with densities in
des Materiaux Vitreux in Montpellier
the range p=0. 08 to 0.36 g cm . In Sec. IV, we present
measurements of their thermal expansion when evacuated. The chemical preparation gives a tiny structure of
meshes with small constitutive elements of interconnected silica particles of a few tens of atoms.

B. Dilatometer
The uniaxial length change of silica aerogels is capacitively measured by a differential dilatometer shown in
Fig. 1. The sample of typical volume V=O. SXO. 5X0. 8
cm lies on a Hat copper holder, and an articulated plate
rests upon its top. The electrodes (of surface 1 cm ) are
made of a thin copper film deposited onto a kapton foil.
Two electrodes (a) and (b) are glued onto the fixed upper
part of the dilatometer, the third one (c) is glued onto the
articulated plate (see Fig. 1). Each of the two capacitors,
labeled C„[electrodes (a) and (c)] and C„[electrodes (b)
and (c)] have a gap of about 100 ium. A relative expansion of the sample with respect to the cell induces a
change in the electrode spacings and therefore in the

capacitor ratio C /C„. The capacitances are about 10
pF, and the use of a standard capacitive bridge provides
a 5 X 10 resolution on the ratio C /C„. With a sensitivity of (dC/CdL) =5 X 10 /iMm, the corresponding
length change resolution is dL=1 A or dL/L =10
All the apparatus being made out of copper, the absolute
length change is obtained after correction from copper
expansion, which is very regular and well known over
that temperature
we measured
range. Nevertheless,
small deviations for a copper sample, which ideally
should give dC =0, but which proved to be 10
of the
total copper thermal expansion on the full temperature
range between 4 and 80 K. As we do not know the exact
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origin of this shift, the latter is taken into account in our
error bars. The advantages of such a dilatometer are that
we are not obliged to glue the porous sample, and that
there is virtually no weight pressing on it. Thus we are
able to measure the expansion of a gel free of external
stress, which is very important as these materials offer
As a drawback, the system bevery low bulk modulii.
comes very sensitive to any external vibration, which was
the principal factor limiting our experimental resolution.

C. Experimental procedures
Before any measurement, the cell containing the sample is evacuated for 48 h from residual gases in a 10
torr vacuum at 320 K in order to avoid spurious data, as
was stressed in Ref. 6. Then the sample is cooled down
and, for measurements of the expansion of dry gel, we
start the run at 80 K. The temperature is slowly decreased down to 2 K and then back. The thermal conductivity of aerogels is very low at these temperatures;
Thus we performed each sweep in about 24 h. However,
we still observed a small hysteresis between decreasing
and
increasing
temperature.
a single
Assuming
(temperature-dependent)
thermal diffusion time for heat
through the sample, we average properly the data at increasing and decreasing T. We checked that, after this
correction, data obtained at different temperature sweep
rates dT/dt fall on the same curve, which is assumed to
+0 limit. In the adsorption study, we notbe the BT/Bt —
ed the great advantage of the simultaneous measurement
of pressure (i.e. , the nonadsorbed fraction at given T), and
of length change dI. when it is compared to a single isotherm adsorption measurement.
Indeed, at the lowest
temperatures, fixing T and adding He lead to nonreproducible results upon expansion. In fact, it is much better
to start at high T (above 35 K in our case) and to slowly
decrease the temperature. We interpret this as a manifestation of the very slow thermally activated diffusion of
atoms from outer to inner parts of the gel.

D. Measurements of the quantity of adsorbed gas
We introduce a quantity n„, of gas in the cell of
volume V„ll. In the hypothesis of a perfect gas, the
quantity n, d, of adsorbed gas is given by the measurement of the pressure P:

r=ns. , ~RT
cell

——
(

~.~

—n„, ) RT
Vcell

Some precautions have to be taken. First we optimized
the experimental setup to reduce the dead volumes and to
enhance the sample to cell surface ratio (about 20 m /100
cm ). Two capillaries (1.5-mm diameter, 120 cm long)
join the cell to the top of the cryostat. One is used to introduce a given quantity of He atoms, the other one is for
the measurement of the pressure. We correct the value of
V„ii in Eq. (1), taking the low-temperature cell volume
plus the contribution VT /300 K of the dead volume V
(86 cm ) at room temperature, plus the contribution of
the capillaries. In the latter case we assume a constant
temperature gradient along the capillaries between T and
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P„„avalue

f,

n„, s 1'ig htl y underevaluated (giving an unvalue of P ) , or
o the uncertainty on the
f I' mea$ can lead to negative values of the
i
nngd$ /nn, Q, . On the other hand, when Pmeas
quantity
e mo
very small, the calculation of n, d, (T, P) from
presen t e d below using I' Prnea$ may give nad$ & ntot' To
avoi d t h ese pro
roblems, we prefer to present our da a in
P /Po vs T diagram of Fig. 3. P / o wi
ared direct
with thee pressure calculated from our
directlyy wi
pared
model, without explicit reference to P
o calculating
Pm, » for
nads(T~ "tot» Vceii ).. The quantity Po( T) is defined below
[see Eq. (3)].
o

derevaluated

„,

„,

„,

C. Interpretation
~

~

A first remark concerns the width in binding energies
invo lvve d 1Il
in our experimental data. In a simp e
12) moe,
e are only two bindmg energies,
d 1 there
ies one 5 between the first-layer atoms and the substrate, and ano
nother
6 characterizing the binding energy or e iqu'
(5 = 10 K in case of helium). With such a model, when
em
decreasing thee temperature,
the adsorbed fraction exhiboits a very rapid variation at some temperature,
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lowed by a saturation. The temperature T, depends on
d
I our case the number of adsorbed atoms
smoothl
with the temperature, which indicates
the existence of many binding energies.
e ere
troduce a distribution in 6, . We will discuss the two ath
d because of their physical origin.
We first considered a normalized "stripe" of equipro a e
energies between 4 and 4~». This stri e is associated
with a total number of adsorbing sites n„„,. We finally
found that three of these stripes were necessary to reasonably reproduce our expenmental data. In order to lower
the num b er of param
rameters (three numbers of sites and
three upper binding energies
we also made this calculation with an exponential distributio, involving only
two parameters.
To elaborate, first we summarize some results, impor~

~

~

~

~

g= I+exp[8(b, i+p)](Xx")=1+
where

c=exp(P5),

with

(2)

5=(bi —5)&0,

and where
denotes the chemical potential
for helium atoms. The quantity x is the ratio o f the p ressure P to the saturating pressure Po( T),

P/P

x

=,
Po(T)

'

Po =

RT

exp(

b,

VL

/T),

—

(3)

h
V is the molar volume of the liquid. In this basic
model, each site is assumed to be independent o
eo
ers. The derivative of Q&„„with respect to p provides
the mean num b er n o f a toms
of He in a column above t e
o
site. We can wriitee n as the sum of the number
n, = (g —I )/g of the He atoms adsorbed on the silica surface in the first layer plus the number nL of atoms in the
other "liquidlike" layers:

0.
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Th e t o ta1
a number of adsorbed atoms n, d, is given
the
number
of sites
Eq. (4), and
nn $Itc$ = n $ n $Ifc$ /(1 —
x). Using the experimental
values of x and a single value of 4&, we fit all the data
a
shown in Fig. 2(a). The best fit, which gives 5=85 K,
provides shapes of the curves n, d, nn„, ( T) which
w ic are very
different from those given by experiment, as shown in
Fig. 2(b). For a given value of n„„, thee calculated
calcu a e curve
varies muc h more rapi dlyy with T than the experimental
data and it saturates at low temperatures in contrast to
our measurements.
Thus we are ob ige
o supp
existence of a broad distribution of 5i. In the following,
'll verage any quantity involving,
i.e. , 5 over its
distribution P(5), which is the major improvement
o
use of the BET calculation. In general, there
exis t nno analytical solutions, so we ave to integra e
different quantities over P (5) numencally.
n
pp
dix, we give details about the way of carrying out such integrations for the two distributions that we have tried.
by

sure normalized

~

duced the BET model through the grand partition func= —kTln(n ) per site:
tion g and the grand potential 0&„„=

=ex P(h+ ). Here p

01:

0

~
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For n, z„we have to calculate

f

n, d, (x)=n„.„,

JP(5)d5=1.

Here

x =p~g

n(5, x)P(5)d5 .

0

Equation (1) can be rewritten

n, d, (x)

1

(6)

n tot

where P,» =( VL /V„» )exp(ph) is the value of x in the absence of adsorption, and n, d, is given by Eq. (5). The two
paraineters VL ( =27 cm ) and b, ( =10.6 K) necessary to
calculate Po are known. 6 has been chosen to fit approximately the vapor pressure around 4 K. The other parameters (T, V«», n«, ) are fixed by the experiment. Once a
distribution P(5) is imposed, one can calculate x ( T) from
Eq. (6). So we have to choose a distribution which can
account for the shape of the experimental curve x, (T)
deduced from the ineasured pressure P
(see Fig. 3).
Our method consists of fitting all the x, data altogether
to determine the values of n„„, and of the parameters
which characterize the distribution P(5).
First
let
us
take
one
Rat
distribution
P(b &)=P(5)=1/5, „ for 5
„, and P(5)=0 otherwise. This is one case where an analytical expression for

„,

„,

„,

(5,

n, d, exists:

BY. . .
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very small and therefore less accurately measured. We
show the corresponding distribution n„„,P(5) in Fig. 4.
The total number of sites yields to a specific area of our
sample of the order of 180m /cm or 1100 m /g, in relative agreement with Ref. 11.
In Fig. 2(a) we present the result (solid line) of the best
fit of the quantity n, d, /n„, . Here again we fit all the data
together to find the values of n„„, and of the parameters
of the distribution P(5). In that case, we directly calculate n, d, /n„, from Eq. (5), where we use the experimental
values x, (T) for calculating n, d, H. ere we suppose an
exponential distribution of 5. We find values of 5O and of
n„. which are equal to those given by the previous fit of
x pt We note a strong disagreement between the experimental and calculated data obtained at the smallest value
of n„, (see upper curve). In addition, the calculated data
give values of n, z, /n«, which are larger than unity. All
this is due to the uncertainty about the value of the pressure, and therefore about x,„~„when P
is small,
which is the case for small values of n, , Also, we find
that the calculated values of n, d, /n«, are larger than the
experimental ones at high temperature. This can be attributed to the fact that we did not introduce any physical
cutoff in the exponential distribution, which should avoid
the overestimation of adsorbed atoms above 20 K.

„,

„,

„,

x + c (5«,„)x]
ks T In[1 —
SjteS

p, mol/K

max

We did not succeed in obtaining a good fit with only one
But a reasonable agreement between the
data and the model is obtained (see Fig. 3) when we use
three distributions
three sets of values of
implying
Hat distribution.

of the parameters

are

5',„=37.15 K, n,';„,=262 pool;

n„. =99 pmol. The solid curves represent the results of
the fit. They are superimposed perfectly in this diagram
on the experimental data, except for the low-temperature
part of the data corresponding to n„, = 164 pmol (see the
curve denoted a in Fig. 3). We find a total number of
sites n„„,= Xn,';„„which equals 604 pmol in our sample.
In Fig. 4, we have plotted n„«, P(h, ) =X(n,';„,/5', „) vs
6&, which gives the total number of sites of binding energy 5, . The general shape of the distribution suggests that
an exponential distribution P(6, )-exp( —
b, i/5O) could
fit the data rather well, involving only two parameters 5p
and n„„,. In that case, we'have no analytical solution for
n, d, and we have to integrate n numerically over the distribution of 6, . We found 5o=37. 6+0. 2 K and a number of sites close to the previous one: n„. =677+4
pmol, i.e., 10% larger than in the assumption of a threestripe distribution. In Fig. 3, we have also plotted the experimental data together with the results of the latter fit.
As previously, the experimental and calculated data cannot be distinguished, except here for the lowest curve,
which corresponds to n«, =21.8 pmol (see the curve
denoted b in Fig. 3). This is the region where P
is

„,

„,

„,

0
0

FIG. 4. The

150
6& dependence

of the number of sites of energy
considered in the fits of Fig.

k~ as given by the two distributions

3.

200 5(K)
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IV. EXPANSION QF THE GEL
Through this study, which depends on the elasticity of
the fractal structure, we have access to the elastic
behavior corresponding
to microscop' ic len g th scales.
This behavior will then be compared to the macroscopic
elasticity.

52

We interpret this behavior as a progressive adsorption of
helium when lowering T, followed by the formation o a
liquid-He film on the silica surface: When the first layer
is fully complete and does not contribute anymore to the
expansion (see the following) the surface of the film has to
contract in order to decrease its surface energy. The net
result is a contraction of the gel.

B. Model of expansion

A. Experimental data

We have measured the length change of the sample
simultaneously
with the number of atoms adsorbed on
the silica surface. In Fig. 5, we present the thermal exf dr aerogels of various density together wit
that of amorphous silica. For the aerogel o ensi y
g/cm, we also show the expansion in the presence of He
gas in the cell. One observes a large extra contribution to
the expansion due to adsorption. It is this extra contribution that we show in Fig. 6 for different amounts of e
introduced into the cell. These amounts n„, are given in
the legend of Fig. 6. For n«, 3n»«» we o
observe a dilatation followed by a contraction of the sample (not shown
for clarity in Fig. 6) when the temperature is lowered.

)

induced by adsorption

We write the grand potential Q as the sum of the surface contribution Qz due to adsorption, plus an elastic
energy term for thee gel which involves the macroscopic
bulk modulus

&=s+

B:

BV 5V

'2

To obtain the extra expansion of the gel due to absorption, we have to minimize Q with respect to all microscopic strains v; / v; o f particles i and with respect to the
volume V. We obtain

5,

10 di/L

10" dL/t
2.5

0.5—

0

-0.5-

0

40

T(K)

20

25

dry aerogels and
of amorphous si 1'ica. Thee expansion
ex
of the aerogel of density
p=0. 16 g/cm in the presence of gas introduced into the ce is
also shown. The data reveal a large extra expansion due to ad-

FIG. 6. The extra expansion dL/L due to adsorption is
represented vs T for di6'erent amount n of He g as: 21.94 pmol
(a), 43.5 pmol (b), 85.44 pmol (c), 164.9 pmol (d), 307.7 pmol (e),
538.2 pmol (Q, and 840.3 pmol (g). The points represent the experimental data, and the solid curves correspond to the calculated values of dL/L involving the exponential distribution o ig.

sorption.
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O=BV

VBu;

+X

V

u,

aQS

U,

BV

Bu;

(8)

=

The derivative E ( V Oui /u; B V) has the same meaning as
in Sec. I, namely the change of U; which minimizes the
elastic energy for a given 5V/V. Equation (8) can be
written in the following form
BQ

BV

3

V

BS

z„

(9)

' =u;ds

where the prefactor —,
/s du, is the ratio of the relative change of surface of a particule to the change of its
volume. We can interpret Eq. (9) as given by a simple
minimization of Q with respect to S from Eq. (7), but
where the bulk modulus B measured under external stress
has to be replaced by (B/E) which is an elastic constant
which counteracts the dilatation due to the Qz term.
Now we focus on Qs. For a continuous surface, Qz =yS,
where y is the surface free energy. Thus'

aQS
BS

+Say
BS

The difference between the surface free energy (y) and
the surface stress, also called the spreading pressure
(BQz/BS), has been clearly illustrated on a variety of
simple models in Ref. 14. Our derivation of (9) is based
on a recent review' of the thermodynamics of solid-solid
and solid-fiuid interfaces.
To give a microscopic picture, we write Q& to be Q&„„
times the available number n„„, of sites of adsorption at
the surface of silica. In Eq. (9), Qs is differentiated with
respect to the real surface S,

5Qs
BS

an„„,

""

BS

""'

aQ
BS

we
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an effective surface occupied by an adsorbed helium
atom. Now we comment on the term n„„,(dQ/„„/BS).
Q&„„depends on surface strain only via
Thus Sd Q/„„/dS = I „„b.i(BQ/„.„/Bb, i), where I'/„„
=(St)b., /hiBS) is a Gruneisen-like prefactor which accounts for the change of the binding energy of a site associated with a deformation of the local surface. Since
(BQH, /t)b, , ) = n,—
, we obtain
2
dV
s
(10)
/site~ i i l
sites t Q /site
V

3BV

Let us comment on the second term in the brackets. The
energy 5&-XR;. is due to the contribution of the van
der Waals interaction of one He atom (i) with all the
atoms (j) of the surface and not only with one surface
atom below it. Thus an expansion of the surface changes
the distances R; and therefore 6&. This mechanism
affects only the He atoms located on the surface, so it is
normal to recover a dependence of the second term only
on the number n, of atoms adsorbed in the first layer.
The importance of the second term on d V/V can be emphasized in the case of a small number n, , of atoms introduced in the cell. When T goes to zero, it contributes
to a finite value of dV/V because (I /„„hint ) remains
finite while the first term in the brackets goes to zero as
kV n, ,

.

C. Quantitative fit
In the model presented above, we have actually considered the case of a Aat surface involving a single value
of g&. For a broad distribution of 5i, most of the previous results apply and we have to integrate d V/V given by
Eq. (10) over the distribution P(hi) of the binding energies for 0(5=(b, i —
„. At this step we want to
make a remark and to stress a difficulty, both coming
from the distribution of 5& The remark concerns the
behavior of the expansion for a small number n„, of
atoms introduced in the cell. Indeed, when T is decreased from high temperatures, atoms concentrate in the
regions of large 6&, and other atoms continue progressively to absorbate in the same regions. In these regions,
we are in case (ii) previously discussed, so the first term of
in contrast with the
d V/ V should not vanish as k Tn
case of a single 6, value. The difFiculty arises for the integration of dV/V because I /„„should depend on 5.
Indeed the value of 5, is linked to the distribution of distances R," of an adsorbed atom (i) to the surface atoms
(j) in the neighborhood. So the distribution of 5i is due
to the distribution of the local curvatures of the surface .
When the radius of the curvature is small and positive (a
spike at the surface), 6, should be small, while when this
radius is small but negative (a hole), b, , should be large.
The expansion of the surface changes the values of R;J.
We can think intuitively that the expansion should increase 6, in the case of a spike: the term
I'/„„=8 in', i/8 lnS is positive and favors the expansion.
In contrast, the expansion should decrease 6& in the case
of a hole or of a flat surface: I &„„is negative and counteracts the expansion. Consequently the value of I &„„is
a function of 5&, the sign of which depends on the range

6)(5,
~

the first term.
Since
interpret
is negat—
ive, it gives a positive expansion [see Eq. (9)], and involves all the adsorbed atoms as
expected. Let us assume that (t)Q/„„/t)S) =0. Then the
expansion exists only if n„„, is not constant when S
changes. Let us consider the two following cases.
(i) If a number n«t of atoms much smaller than n„. is
introduced in the cell, the number n, ( =n ) of atoms in
the first layer is small and saturates to n„„/n„„, at low
In that case ln(g)= —
ln(1 —
enough temperature.
ni)
—
also saturates. This implies that Q/„„= kTln(f) is a
pure entropic term. Then the number of sites has to increase in order to increase the entropy per He atom. We
note that the expansion goes to zero when T is decreased
down to zero and it equals kTn„t in the limiting case
where ntot ((nsites.
(ii) If the number of atoms introduced in the cell is
larger than the number of sites, the first layer is almost
complete. To decrease the surface energy further, the
surface expands to increase the number of sites. In that
case Q&„„does not vanish as T goes to zero.
In the following we assume that n„„, increases proportionally to the surface, i.e., n„„,=S/cr, where o. is
Now

BY. . .

will

Q/„„= kT ln(g)

„,

„,
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of values of 5&. Since we do not have a precise model to
describe the I (b, i ) variation, we set it as a constant in the
integration of Eq. (10) over P(5). This is the main limitation of our calculation of d V/V.
In general, no simple relation between dV/V and the
number n, „, of adsorbed atoms exists. Even in the case
of an exponential distribution P(5), for which we find the
first term of d V/V proportional to n, z, for small x, the 1
term involves an integration of n i over 5P(5) which cannot give a simple function of n, d, . We fit all our expansion data altogether to find the values of c and I which
are presented in Table I. We use the distributions determined in Sec. III, with the same values of the parameters,
i.e., the number of sites and the distribution width. The
agreement is very reasonable as shown in Fig. 6, where
the solid curves represent the result of the best fit for the
The agreement is
distribution.
previous exponential
equally good when we use the previous set of three Aat
distributions. In the case of the exponential distribution
the calculated value of dL/L is larger than the experimental one at high temperature. This is probably due to
the fact that we did not put any cutofF at large values of
of
6& in the exponential leading to an overestimation
dL/L above 20 K (see Fig. 7). Actually a maximum

10 dL/I
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TABLE I. The values of the parameters I and c. (see text),
deduced from expansion measurements, taking B =60 bar. The
values are listed for the three-stripe model and the exponential
distribution.
Three stripes
5
(K)

„

37. 15
98.72
164.5

sites

28/3

( pmol)

3.2

7X10-4

0.24

99

—1

4.5 X 10

677

0. 125

3 X10-'

262
243

—2X10-'

Exponential

6,

(V.)

37.6

of 5& should exist corresponding to a hole in the
surface. In the case of the three-stripe distribution, we
find a negative value of I &„„, for the stripe of largest
„, while it is positive for the other stripes. This result is in agreement with our intuition about the sign of
as discussed above.
In order to deduce the value of c one needs to estimate
the bulk modulus B. No data for B exist, since it is impossible to apply a hydrostatic pressure on an aerogel.
Nevertheless the value of B is related to the Young
modulus E:B=E/3(1 2cr ),—
where a is the Poisson ratio
which is known to be generally positive and of maximum
value —, in the case of liquids. In amorphous silica one
finds B =E/2. We can also take a reasonable value of
o. : o. = —,', i.e., B =E. Using these values, we obtain an order of magnitude for c. of about
i.e., the order of
magnitude that we gave in Sec. I. The significance of
this is that, when a macroscopic stress is imposed, the
contribution to the deformation from compression of the
particles is 10 times smaller than that from the bending
of the microrods which compose the porous medium.
value

,

I,

10,

0.4 5

0. 1

V. CONCLUSION

0.05

0—

-0.05

20

opcoo

~~aery

T(K)

FICx. 7. The expanded view of Fig. 6 above 20 K shows that
the absence of a cuto6' in the exponential distribution of the
binding energy leads to an overestimation of the calculated dilatation in this range.

To be able to describe the absorption data of He on an
aerogel we have assumed a broad distribution P(h, ) of
the binding energies. We have shown that P(h, ) has to
be a decreasing function of b, i such as those given in Fig.
4. We could recover the observed expansion behavior by
using a simple model where the calculation of the change
of surface tension in the presence of adsorption is made
with the same distribution P (b, , ) found from the adsorption analysis. We have estimated the value of the geometrical factor c which relates the deformation at microscopic scales to that at macroscopic scales.
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SILICA-AEROGEL THERMAL EXPANSION INDUCED

APPENDIX: SERIES EXPANSION FOR

0

Our starting point is the grand partition function for
one
site
at fixed
5: g = 1+ Cx /1 —
x, where
x =exp[P(p+5)]. From g we can calculate the grand
potential Q = —
kii T 1ng, and n =xdg/fdx.
x appears like
(a) In the above expressions, z=x/1 —
an efFective fugacity for a Langmuir isotherm (for which
only the first layer exists). The complication of introducing the next layers is thus so slight that we consider it
worthwhile to track this extra factor. (b) The Langmuir
isotherm g= 1+ Ca is identical to the Fermi-Dirac distribution, and the expansions given below are closely related
to the Sommerfeld expansion for the chemical potential
of an electron gas.
In the following
we
consider
a distribution
dN=P(5)d5 of adsorption energies. We have explicitly
chosen distributions with only one energy scale 6M, and
we focus on two cases: (1) stripe: P(5)=1/5M for
and
tail:
0 & 5 & 5~;
exponential
(2)
P(5) = (1/5M )exp( —5/5M ). Although for the stripe n
can be calculated analytically, this is not the case for Q.
For the exponential neither quantity can be calculated exactly. The purpose of the appendix is to obtain these
quantities as series expansion in u = Cz and D = k~ T/5~,
where C = exp(P5) and CM = exp(P5M ).

1. Calculation

for the stripe

where
u =z,
D II(uM ) —
I(u ) I
Q/kii T=—
(du/u)ln(1+u). In I(a) the
uM=CMz, and I(a)=
logarithm can be expanded in powers of u, provided that
u & 1. In the case where o. 1 we use the identity
that the expansion
I(a) =(lna) l2 I(1/a), so —

f,

)

allows us to obtain
used for calculating

0 for any a.

A similar expression is
5~BQ/85M, needed for the surface

stress.

2. Calculation for the exponential
We preferred in that case to use the cumulated distribution N(5)= s"P(b )dh=exp( —
5/5M), and to integrate by parts:

f

gT

=[N(5)ln(1+Ca)]s

= ln(1

x) z

f-

—

u

o

+

f 1+

Cz

exp(

—5/5M)
(A2)

(1+u)

We thus use (for z & 1) the quantity

f

=g
I(D, z)= z
n+1
uD(1+u) „o

n

D—
z"+'
(1 —

.

)

(A3)

In (A2) the part of the integral for

I—
Our
(1 —
D, O).
x)+z
ln(1 —
Q/kii T= —

final

z) 1 is converted
expression

[I(D,z)+I(1 —D, O)].

to
is

BY. . .
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Series (A3) converges for any z & 1 and D. Concerning
our experiments z is always significantly less than 1, and
we replaced I(D, z) by I(D, O). This amounts to having
an uncut exponential tail of nonbinding sites, whose total
number is infinite. Of course this expansion then diverges
for D &1. Although the exact series could be used, in
our experiment we checked that z could be e6'ectively
neglected in I(D, z). The code needed for adjusting the
model to the data described below is then much more
efficient since, for a given D, the curly bracketed term has
to be calculated only once for all the values of z. Similar
expressions are used for calculating 5~BQ/85M and n.

3. Procedures for adjusting

the model(s) to the data

The quantities P, n, d, ln„„and dL /L have been fitted
to the model and different methods have been used for
that purpose. In each case the parameter(s) of the model
are adjusted so as to minimize the correctly defined y,
taking into account the error bars on the fitted quantity.
This adjustment is performed with an algorithm based on
that of Levenberg and Marquardt. ' The major improvement made on that algorithm is to consider separately the
parameters which enter linearly into the model, and those
that enter nonlinearly.
Concerning the pressure, two adjustments have been
made.
The most straightforward
method uses the
measured pressure for evaluating x. The number of
adsorbed
atoms
is
then
linear
in
Thus
n„„.(n, d, /n«, )=(n»„ln„, )n(x, D)=1 P/P„~, —
versus
n»„ is found by linear regression of 1 P/P„&, —
n(x, D). Generalization of this to many stripes (e.g. ,
three) is straightforward.
The major drawback of this method is that the measured pressure enters both into the fitted quantity and
into the fitting function n(x, D). The latter function in
turn varies extremely rapidly with P at low pressure, so
that a large error bar on the fitting function exists.
The second method differs in that respect. For fixed
parameters of the models (5M's and n„„'s) we numerically solve the equation x =x,s. [1 g(n»«—
/n«, )n(x, D)],
where x,~ is the value of x if no atoms are adsorbed.
That value of x is then compared to the measured one.
Finally, for comparing dL/L with our model, the
numbers 5M(s) and n„„(s) were fixed to the values determined by the pressure. dL/L is then linearly adjusted to
the basis of functions
and 6MBO/86M, x being determined by the method described above (i.e. , not using the
measured pressure).
Let us Anally note that the adjustment of dL/L to the
model can be performed without any reference to pressure measurements.
The problem in that case is that the
number of parameters is so large that convergence of a
minimization procedure is not guaranteed.
For our results, the quality of the fit obtained in that way is slightly
better than that using 5M and n„„obtained from the
pressure measurements, but the value of the physical parameters (5~, n„„,E ) are not significantly altered.
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